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ACU Centenary Conference: London
DL Desk
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rofessor Jamilur Reza Choudhury, Vice Chancellor, University of Asia Pacific,
recently participated in the Centenary Conference of the Association of
Commonwealth Universities (ACU) held in the Senate House, University of
London. Around 300 Vice Chancellors and leading academics from Universities in
the Commonwealth countries participated in the conference. The conference
addressed questions around the Centenary theme Future forward: design, develop,
deliver. The discussions focused on the impact of universities on civil society,
economic growth, and governance, as well as the influence of governments and
external stakeholders on universities. Professor Choudhury was among the select
group of Vice Chancellors which was invited to Buckingham Palace for a
reception and had the privilege of being presented to Her Majesty the Queen.

ররোববোর ডিসম্বর ০১, ২০১৩
কমনওয়েলথ বিশ্ববিদ্যালে অ্যায়িাবিয়েশন িয়েলন
অ্যোসোডসেলন অ্ব কমনওসেথ ইউডনভোডিটির লতবোডিক সেসন রযোগ ডিসেডিসন ইউডনভোডিটি অ্ব
এডলেো প্যোডডিসকর উপ্োচোযি অ্ধ্যোপ্ক জোডমুর ররজো রচৌধ্ুরী। ইউডনভোডিটি অ্ব ন্ডসনর ডসনট োউস
অ্নুডিত এ সেসন কমনওসেথ রিলভু ক্ত ডবডভন্ন রিসলর ৩০০

জন উপ্োচোযি অ্ংল রনন। লতবি উপ্সে এবোসরর সেসনর মূ ডথম ডি „ডিউচোর িরওেোিি: ডিজোইন,
রিসভপ্, রিডভোর।‟ এসত ুলী মোজ, অ্থিননডতক উন্নেন, উন্নত রকোরবযবস্থো ইতযোডি রেসে
ডবশ্বডবিযোেগুসো কী ধ্রসনর োেতো করসত প্োসর র ডবসে আসোচনো ে। সেন রলস সেসন
অ্ংল রনওেো উপ্োচোযিরো বোডকংোম প্যোসস রোডন এডজোসবসথর রিওেো ডবসল েোননোে অ্ংল রনন।
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UAP Vice Chancellor Participates in ACU
Centenary Conference , London
Professor Jamilur Reza Choudhury, Vice Chancellor of University of Asia Pacific
(UAP), recently participated in the Centenary Conference of the Association of
Commonwealth Universities — held at the Senate House, University of London.
Around 300 Vice Chancellors and leading academicians from different universities
of the Commonwealth countries participated in the conference. The theme of the
conference was “Future forward: design, develop and deliver.” The discussions
focused on the impacts of universities on civil society, economic growth, and
governance, as well as the influence of government and external stakeholders on
universities. Professor Choudhury was among the selected group of Vice
Chancellors who were invited to the Buckingham Palace for a reception.
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University of Asia Pacific vice-chancellor Jamilur Reza Choudhury
Shakes hands with Queen Elizabeth II at Buckingham Palace at a
reception during his recent Uk visit to attend the centenary conference
of the Association of Commonwealth Universities held in the senate
House of University of London.
–New Age photo

Thursday, November 28, 2013

Prof JR Chy takes part in ACU centy confce
Prof Jamilur reza Choudhury, vice chancellor (vc),university of Asia pacific ,recently participated in the centenary
conference of the association of commonwealth universities held in the senate house ,university of London ,said a
press release.
Around 300leading academics from universities in the commonwealth countries participated in the conference.
The conference addressed questions around the centenary theme: future forward: design, develop, and deliver.
The discussions focused on the impact of universities on civil society, economic growth, and governance, as well as
the influence of government s and external stakeholder’s universities.
Professor choudhury was among the select group of VCs invited to Buckingham Place for a reception and had the
privilege of being presented to Her Majesty the Queen.

